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This unique volume reviews more than fifty years of
theoretical and experimental developments of the
concept that properties of atomic nuclei up to a great
extent are defined by the pair correlations of nuclear
constituents - protons and neutrons. Such correlations in
condensed matter are responsible for quantum
phenomena on a macroscopic level - superfluidity and
superconductivity. After introducing Bardeen-CooperSchrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity of metals, it
became clear that atomic nuclei have properties of
superfluid drops, and practically all features of nuclei
strongly depend on the pair correlations. Presenting a
comprehensive overview of the progress of nuclear
science, the contributions from leading physicists around
the world, cover the whole spectrum of studies in nuclear
physics and physics of other small systems. With the
most updated information written in an accessible way,
the volume will serve as an irreplaceable source of
references covering many years of development and
insight into several new problems at the frontiers of
science. It will be useful not only for physicists working in
nuclear and condensed matter physics, astrophysicists,
chemists and historians of science, but will also help
students understand the current status and perspectives
for the future.
In the mid-eighteenth century, Swiss-born mathematician
Leonhard Euler developed a formula so innovative and
complex that it continues to inspire research, discussion,
and even the occasional limerick. Dr. Euler's Fabulous
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Formula shares the fascinating story of this
groundbreaking formula—long regarded as the gold
standard for mathematical beauty—and shows why it still
lies at the heart of complex number theory. In some
ways a sequel to Nahin's An Imaginary Tale, this book
examines the many applications of complex numbers
alongside intriguing stories from the history of
mathematics. Dr. Euler's Fabulous Formula is accessible
to any reader familiar with calculus and differential
equations, and promises to inspire mathematicians for
years to come.
For Chapters 15-30, this manual contains detailed
solutions to approximately 12 problems per chapter.
These problems are indicated in the textbook with boxed
problem numbers. The manual also features a skills
section, important notes from key sections of the text,
and a list of important equations and concepts.
A comprehensive overview of the equipment and techniques
used by respiratory therapists to treat cardiopulmonary
dysfunction, Mosby's Respiratory Care Equipment, 9th edition
provides a "how-to" approach that moves beyond technical
descriptions of machinery. Learn to identify equipment,
understand how it works, and apply your knowledge to clinical
practice. The 9th edition includes streamlined information on
the latest ventilators, a new chapter on simulation learning
devices, and additional, easy-to-access content on the Evolve
site. Unique! List of Ventilators organized by application area
and manufacturer make review and research quick and easy.
Unique! Clinical Approach provides you with a "how-to"
approach to identifying equipment, understanding how it
works, and applying the information in clinical practice.
Excerpts of Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs) give you
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important information regarding indications/contraindications,
hazards and complications, assessment of need, assessment
of outcome, and monitoring. Unique! Sleep Diagnostics
chapter discusses sleep and the impact of sleep disorders on
cardiopulmonary function. Unique! Infection Control chapter
provides a review of this critical topic that RTs must
understand to prevent health care-associated infections
Unique! Cardiovascular Diagnostics chapter provides a
review in an area where RTs are treating an increasing
number of cardiovascular cases. NBRC-style SelfAssessment Questions at the end of every chapter prepares
you for credentialing exams. Unique! Clinical Scenario boxes
(formerly Clinical Rounds) allow you to apply material learned
to a clinical setting. Unique! Historical Notes boxes present
educational and/or clinically relevant and valuable historical
information of respiratory care equipment. NEW! Streamlined
ventilator coverage presents information on the most oftenused devices with more tables and bulleted lists for easy
reference. NEW! Content focused on the newest and the
most popular types of ventilators, including, transport, homecare, alternative setting, and neonatal/pediatric. NEW! Evolve
site allows access to information that isn't easily found in
other texts or manuals, including older or outdated ventilators
that are still in use today. NEW! Focus to align Learning
Objectives, Key Points and Assessment Questions
Suggests aids, publications, and ideas to help teachers
present the principles of chemistry and physics on the
secondary level
Designed to be motivating to the student, this title includes
features that are suitable for individual learning. It covers the
AS-Level and core topics of almost all A2 specifications.

This refreshing new text is a friendly companion to
help students master the challenging concepts in a
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standard two-or three-semester, calculus-based
physics course. Dr. Lerner carefully develops every
concept with detailed explanations while
incorporating the mathematical underpinnings of the
concepts. This juxtaposition enables students to
attain a deeper understanding of physical concepts
while developing their skill at manipulating
equations.
Exploring the definitions of soul provided by Plato,
Aristotle, St. Thomas Aquinas, and Buddhism, an
award-winning author relates them to quantum
physics where the soul must be understood as a
process rather than an entity contrasted to matter.
20,000 first printing.
Updated and improved, this revised edition of Michel
Barsoum's classic text Fundamentals of Ceramics
presents readers with an exceptionally clear and
comprehensive introduction to ceramic science.
Barsoum offers introductory coverage of ceramics,
their structures, and properties, with a distinct
emphasis on solid state physics and chemistry. Key
equations are derived from first principles to ensure
a thorough understanding of the concepts involved.
The book divides naturally into two parts. Chapters 1
to 9 consider bonding in ceramics and their resultant
physical structures, and the electrical, thermal, and
other properties that are dependent on bonding type.
The second part (Chapters 11 to 16) deals with
those factors that are determined by microstructure,
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such as fracture and fatigue, and thermal, dielectric,
magnetic, and optical properties. Linking the two
sections is Chapter 10, which describes sintering,
grain growth, and the development of microstructure.
Fundamentals of Ceramics is ideally suited to senior
undergraduate and graduate students of materials
science and engineering and related subjects.
Every day we have a choice on how to navigate our journey.
Life is full of change and it’s a personal decision as to
whether we adapt, ignore, or resist transition. Each one of us
encounters challenges, but it is how we move through them
that determines who we become. Lynn Lok-Payne
experienced the unimaginable with the unexpected loss of
her husband and a house fire just weeks later. In the midst of
these life-changing events, one right after another, she began
looking for a better way to not only heal, but also find
fulfillment once again. Wake Up! Change Up! Rise Up! is an
inspirational story interwoven with self-help techniques to live
a more joyful, meaningful life. In her search for answers, she
discovered that by clinging to the old stories we tell
ourselves—like how our titles dictate our lives or how we’re
not good enough—we diminish our own well-being.
Sometimes we are afraid to let these narratives go, because if
we did, who would we be? Once she decided to change this
internal dialogue, her inner voice became stronger and the
number of things to be grateful for began to grow. Lynn found
that personal transformation is possible when we allow
ourselves to flow through change instead of resist it. We have
the inner tools to navigate life’s unexpected turns. Wake Up!
Change Up! Rise Up! inspires us to: · Accept change and
revise outdated beliefs · Let go of the Blame Shame Game ·
Find healing through gratitude · Cultivate well-being using
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practical exercises such as affirmations, meditation, and
writing · Uncover a more purposeful, happy, and authentic life
Lynn’s journey illustrates that with time, we can create a
more empowering story line and become the next chapter of
who we are meant to be. The language we use has the power
to change our perspective and when we connect to our
personal truth, we can truly thrive. Be the magnet for what
you want to appear in your life. You are the solution.
This textbook, now in its third edition, provides a formative
introduction to the structure of matter that will serve as a
sound basis for students proceeding to more complex
courses, thus bridging the gap between elementary physics
and topics pertaining to research activities. The focus is
deliberately limited to key concepts of atoms, molecules and
solids, examining the basic structural aspects without paying
detailed attention to the related properties. For many topics
the aim has been to start from the beginning and to guide the
reader to the threshold of advanced research. This edition
includes four new chapters dealing with relevant phases of
solid matter (magnetic, electric and superconductive) and the
related phase transitions. The book is based on a mixture of
theory and solved problems that are integrated into the formal
presentation of the arguments. Readers will find it invaluable
in enabling them to acquire basic knowledge in the wide and
wonderful field of condensed matter and to understand how
phenomenological properties originate from the microscopic,
quantum features of nature.
The Handbook of Mathematics for Engineers and Scientists
covers the main fields of mathematics and focuses on the
methods used for obtaining solutions of various classes of
mathematical equations that underlie the mathematical
modeling of numerous phenomena and processes in science
and technology. To accommodate different mathematical
backgrounds, the preeminent authors outline the material in a
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simplified, schematic manner, avoiding special terminology
wherever possible. Organized in ascending order of
complexity, the material is divided into two parts. The first part
is a coherent survey of the most important definitions,
formulas, equations, methods, and theorems. It covers
arithmetic, elementary and analytic geometry, algebra,
differential and integral calculus, special functions, calculus of
variations, and probability theory. Numerous specific
examples clarify the methods for solving problems and
equations. The second part provides many in-depth
mathematical tables, including those of exact solutions of
various types of equations. This concise, comprehensive
compendium of mathematical definitions, formulas, and
theorems provides the foundation for exploring scientific and
technological phenomena.
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